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(54) VEHICLE AND CONTROL METHOD FOR VEHICLE

(57) An ECU executes a program including the steps
of adding a prescribed value (S104) when a brake pedal
has been pressed down (YES in S100), calculating an
amount of change in pressing force of the brake pedal
(S106), performing first motoring processing (S112)
when the brake pedal has been released (YES in S108),
adding a prescribed value to a brake OFF counter (S114),
calculating an amount of change in stroke (S118) when
an accelerator pedal has been pressed down (YES in S
116), calculating a first rate target value in accordance
with a pedal switching speed (S120), calculating a sec-
ond rate target value in accordance with a speed of press-
ing-down of the accelerator pedal (S122), determining a
final rate target value (S124), and controlling a first MG
in accordance with the determined rate target value.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to control of an
internal combustion engine and a rotating electric ma-
chine during re-acceleration of a hybrid vehicle.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Japanese Patent Laying-Open No.
2005-012874 (PTL 1) discloses a technique for applying
engine brake by rotating an engine with a motor generator
during deceleration of a vehicle.

CITATION LIST

PATENT LITERATURE

[0003] PTL 1: Japanese Patent Laying-Open No.
2005-012874

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0004] During re-acceleration from a non-driven state
of a hybrid vehicle, however, the number of revolutions
of an engine is desirably increased with good respon-
siveness in accordance with a driver’s intention for re-
acceleration. The literature above does not disclose con-
trol of the number of revolutions of the engine from such
a viewpoint during re-acceleration of a vehicle.
[0005] An object of the present invention is to provide
a vehicle and a vehicle control method for increasing the
number of revolutions of an engine with good respon-
siveness during re-acceleration from a non-driven state.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM

[0006] A vehicle according to one aspect of this inven-
tion includes an internal combustion engine serving as a
drive source of a vehicle, a rotating electric machine for
rotating an output shaft of the internal combustion engine,
and a control unit for controlling the rotating electric ma-
chine so as to increase the number of revolutions of the
internal combustion engine based on a velocity of the
vehicle, while the vehicle is not driven. While the vehicle
is not driven, the control unit increases a rate of increase
in the number of revolutions as at least any one of a
speed of pressing-down of an accelerator pedal and a
speed of switching from a brake pedal to the accelerator
pedal is higher, as compared with a rate of increase when
the speed is low.
[0007] Preferably, the control unit determines a target
value of the number of revolutions such that, as decel-
eration of the vehicle is higher, the number of revolutions
of the internal combustion engine increased by the rotat-

ing electric machine becomes great, as compared with
the number of revolutions when deceleration is low.
[0008] Further preferably, the control unit controls the
rotating electric machine such that the number of revo-
lutions increases to the target value when the brake pedal
is released.
[0009] Further preferably, the vehicle further includes
a drive shaft for rotating a drive wheel and a power trans-
mission device capable of transmitting, by mechanically
coupling three elements of the drive shaft, an output shaft
of the internal combustion engine, and a rotation shaft of
the rotating electric machine and setting any one of the
three elements as a reaction force element, motive power
between two other elements.
[0010] Further preferably, the power transmission de-
vice is a planetary gear mechanism having a sun gear,
a pinion gear, a carrier, and a ring gear. The sun gear is
coupled to the rotation shaft of the rotating electric ma-
chine. The carrier is coupled to the output shaft of the
internal combustion engine. The ring gear is coupled to
the drive shaft.
[0011] Further preferably, the vehicle further includes
a power transmission device coupled between the rotat-
ing electric machine and a drive wheel. The power trans-
mission device includes a clutch for switching a state
between the rotating electric machine and the drive wheel
between a power transmission state and a power cut-off
state.
[0012] A vehicle control method according to another
aspect of this invention is a vehicle control method used
for a vehicle incorporating an internal combustion engine
serving as a drive source and a rotating electric machine
for rotating an output shaft of the internal combustion
engine. The method includes the steps of, while the ve-
hicle is not driven, increasing a rate of increase in the
number of revolutions as at least any one of a speed of
pressing-down of an accelerator pedal and a speed of
switching from a brake pedal to the accelerator pedal is
higher, as compared with a rate of increase when the
speed is low, and controlling the rotating electric machine
such that the number of revolutions of the internal com-
bustion engine increases based on the rate of increase.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS OF INVENTION

[0013] According to this invention, by making setting
such that a rate of increase in the number of revolutions
increases as at least any one of a speed of switching
from a brake pedal to an accelerator pedal and a speed
of pressing-down of the accelerator pedal is higher, as
compared with a rate of increase when the speed is low,
the number of revolutions of an engine can be increased
with good responsiveness to a driver’s intention during
re-acceleration. Therefore, a vehicle and a vehicle con-
trol method for increasing the number of revolutions of
an engine with good responsiveness during re-acceler-
ation from a non-driven state of the vehicle can be pro-
vided.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0014]

Fig. 1 is an overall block diagram of a vehicle ac-
cording to the present embodiment.
Fig. 2 is a diagram showing relation between an
amount of stroke of an accelerator pedal and a rate
of increase.
Fig. 3 is a functional block diagram of an ECU mount-
ed on the vehicle according to the present embodi-
ment.
Fig. 4 is a diagram showing relation between a target
value of an engine revolution number and deceler-
ation.
Fig. 5 is a diagram showing relation between a pedal
switching speed and a first rate target value.
Fig. 6 is a diagram showing relation between a speed
of pressing-down and a second rate target value.
Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing a control structure of a
program executed by the ECU mounted on the ve-
hicle according to the present embodiment.
Fig. 8 is a timing chart for illustrating an operation of
the ECU mounted on the vehicle according to the
present embodiment.
Fig. 9 is a diagram showing another construction ex-
ample of a vehicle.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0015] An embodiment of the present invention will be
described hereinafter with reference to the drawings. In
the description below, the same elements have the same
reference characters allotted. Their label and function
are also identical. Therefore, detailed description thereof
will not be repeated.
[0016] An overall block diagram of a vehicle 1 accord-
ing to the present embodiment will be described with ref-
erence to Fig. 1. Vehicle 1 includes an engine 10, a drive
shaft 16, a first motor generator (hereinafter denoted as
a first MG) 20, a second motor generator (hereinafter
denoted as a second MG) 30, a power split device 40, a
reduction gear 58, a PCU (Power Control Unit) 60, a bat-
tery 70, a drive wheel 80, a start switch 150, a braking
device 151, and an ECU (Electronic Control Unit) 200.
[0017] This vehicle 1 runs with driving force output from
at least one of engine 10 and second MG 30. Motive
power generated by engine 10 is split into two paths by
power split device 40. One path of the two paths is a path
for transmission to drive wheel 80 through reduction gear
58, and the other path is a path for transmission to first
MG 20.
[0018] First MG 20 and second MG 30 are each im-
plemented, for example, by a three-phase AC rotating
electric machine. First MG 20 and second MG 30 are
driven by PCU 60.
[0019] First MG 20 has a function as a generator for
generating electric power with motive power of engine

10 split by power split device 40 and for charging battery
70 with electric power through PCU 60. In addition, first
MG 20 rotates a crankshaft which is an output shaft of
engine 10, upon receiving electric power from battery 70.
Thus, first MG 20 has a function as a starter for starting
engine 10.
[0020] Second MG 30 has a function as a drive motor
for providing driving force to drive wheel 80 by using at
least any one of electric power stored in battery 70 and
electric power generated by first MG 20. In addition, sec-
ond MG 30 has a function as a generator for charging
battery 70 through PCU 60 with electric power generated
through regenerative braking.
[0021] Engine 10 is, for example, such an internal com-
bustion engine as a gasoline engine or a diesel engine.
Engine 10 includes a plurality of cylinders 102 and a fuel
injector 104 for supplying fuel to each of the plurality of
cylinders 102. Fuel injector 104 injects an appropriate
amount of fuel at appropriate timing to each cylinder or
stops injection of fuel to each cylinder based on a control
signal S1 from ECU 200.
[0022] Engine 10 is provided with an engine rotation
speed sensor 11 for detecting a rotation speed of a crank-
shaft of engine 10 (hereinafter denoted as an engine ro-
tation speed). Engine rotation speed sensor 11 transmits
a signal indicating detected engine rotation speed Ne to
ECU 200.
[0023] Power split device 40 mechanically couples
three elements of drive shaft 16 for rotating drive wheel
80, the output shaft of engine 10, and a rotation shaft of
first MG 20 to one another. Power split device 40 allows,
by setting any one of the three elements described above
as a reaction force element, transmission of motive pow-
er between two other elements. A rotation shaft of second
MG 30 is coupled to drive shaft 16.
[0024] Power split device 40 is a planetary gear mech-
anism including a sun gear 50, a pinion gear 52, a carrier
54, and a ring gear 56. Pinion gear 52 engages with each
of sun gear 50 and ring gear 56. Carrier 54 rotatably
supports pinion gear 52 and it is coupled to the crankshaft
of engine 10. Sun gear 50 is coupled to the rotation shaft
of first MG 20. Ring gear 56 is coupled to the rotation
shaft of second MG 30 and reduction gear 58 with drive
shaft 16 being interposed.
[0025] Reduction gear 58 transmits motive power from
power split device 40 or second MG 30 to drive wheel
80. In addition, reduction gear 58 transmits reaction force
from a road surface received by drive wheel 80 to power
split device 40 or second MG 30.
[0026] PCU 60 converts DC power stored in battery 70
into AC power for driving first MG 20 and second MG 30.
PCU 60 includes a converter and an inverter (neither of
which is shown) controlled based on a control signal S2
from ECU 200. The converter steps up a voltage of DC
power received from battery 70 and outputs the resultant
voltage to the inverter. The inverter converts DC power
output by the converter to AC power and outputs the re-
sultant AC power to first MG 20 and/or second MG 30.
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Thus, first MG 20 and/or second MG 30 is/are driven by
electric power stored in battery 70. In addition, the invert-
er converts AC power generated by first MG 20 and/or
second MG 30 into DC power and outputs the resultant
DC power to the converter. The converter steps down a
voltage of the DC power output by the inverter and out-
puts the resultant voltage to battery 70. Thus, battery 70
is charged with electric power generated by first MG 20
and/or second MG 30. It is noted that it is not necessary
to provide a converter.
[0027] Battery 70 is a power storage device and it is a
rechargeable DC power supply. For example, such a sec-
ondary battery as a nickel metal hydride battery or a lith-
ium ion battery is employed as battery 70. A voltage of
battery 70 is, for example, approximately 200 V. As de-
scribed above, battery 70 is charged with electric power
generated by first MG 20 and/or second MG 30 and it
may be charged with electric power supplied from an
external power supply (not shown). It is noted that battery
70 is not limited to a secondary battery and it may be a
component capable of generating a DC voltage, such as
a capacitor, a solar cell, and a fuel cell.
[0028] Battery 70 is provided with a battery tempera-
ture sensor 156 for detecting a battery temperature TB
of battery 70, a current sensor 158 for detecting a current
IB of battery 70, and a voltage sensor 160 for detecting
a voltage VB of battery 70.
[0029] Battery temperature sensor 156 transmits a sig-
nal indicating battery temperature TB to ECU 200. Cur-
rent sensor 158 transmits a signal indicating current IB
to ECU 200. Voltage sensor 160 transmits a signal indi-
cating voltage VB to ECU 200.
[0030] Start switch 150 is, for example, a push-type
switch. Start switch 150 may be such a switch that a key
is inserted in a key cylinder and turned to a prescribed
position. Start switch 150 is connected to ECU 200. In
response to a driver’s operation of start switch 150, start
switch 150 transmits a signal ST to ECU 200.
[0031] For example, when ECU 200 receives signal
ST while a system of vehicle 1 has stopped, ECU 200
determines that it has received an activation instruction
and causes the system of vehicle 1 to make transition
from a stop state to an active state. Alternatively, when
ECU 200 receives signal ST while the system of vehicle
1 is in an active state, ECU 200 determines that it has
received a stop instruction and causes the system of ve-
hicle 1 to make transition from the active state to the stop
state. In the description below, a driver’s operation of
start switch 150 while the system of vehicle 1 is in the
active state is referred to as an IG OFF operation, and a
driver’s operation of start switch 150 while the system of
vehicle 1 is in the stop state is referred to as an IG ON
operation. When the system of vehicle 1 makes transition
to the active state, electric power is supplied to a plurality
of pieces of equipment necessary for vehicle 1 to run or
the like and an operable state is set. On the other hand,
when the system of vehicle 1 makes transition to the stop
state, supply of electric power to some of the plurality of

pieces of equipment necessary for vehicle 1 to run is
stopped or the like and an operation stop state is set.
[0032] A first resolver 12 is provided in first MG 20.
First resolver 12 detects a rotation speed Nm1 of first
MG 20. First resolver 12 transmits a signal indicating de-
tected rotation speed Nm1 to ECU 200.
[0033] A second resolver 13 is provided in second MG
30. Second resolver 13 detects a rotation speed Nm2 of
second MG 30. Second resolver 13 transmits a signal
indicating a detected rotation speed Nm2 to ECU 200.
[0034] A wheel speed sensor 14 detects a rotation
speed Nw of drive wheel 80. Wheel speed sensor 14
transmits a signal indicating detected rotation speed Nw
to ECU 200. ECU 200 calculates a velocity V of vehicle
1 based on received rotation speed Nw. It is noted that
ECU 200 may calculate velocity V of vehicle 1 based on
rotation speed Nm2 of second MG 30 instead of rotation
speed Nw.
[0035] A brake pedal 166 is provided in a driver’s seat.
Brake pedal 166 is provided with a brake pedal pressing
force sensor 168. Brake pedal pressing force sensor 168
detects a driver’s pressing force Pb of brake pedal 166.
Brake pedal pressing force sensor 168 transmits a signal
indicating detected pressing force Pb to ECU 200. Brake
pedal pressing force sensor 168 may detect, for example,
a hydraulic pressure in a master cylinder coupled to brake
pedal 166 as pressing force Pb. Alternatively, a stroke
sensor for detecting an amount of pressing-down of
brake pedal 166 may be employed instead of brake pedal
pressing force sensor 168.
[0036] An accelerator pedal 170 is provided in the driv-
er’s seat. Accelerator pedal 170 is provided with a pedal
stroke sensor 172. Pedal stroke sensor 172 detects an
amount of stroke AP of accelerator pedal 170. Pedal
stroke sensor 172 transmits a signal indicating amount
of stroke AP to ECU 200. It is noted that an accelerator
pedal pressing force sensor for detecting a driver’s press-
ing force of accelerator pedal 170 may be employed in-
stead of pedal stroke sensor 172.
[0037] Braking device 151 includes a brake actuator
152 and a disk brake 154. Disk brake 154 includes a
brake disk that rotates integrally with a wheel and a brake
caliper for restricting rotation of the brake disk by using
a hydraulic pressure. The brake caliper includes brake
pads provided to sandwich the brake disk in a direction
in parallel to the rotation shaft and a wheel cylinder for
transmitting a hydraulic pressure to the brake pad. Brake
actuator 152 regulates a hydraulic pressure supplied to
the wheel cylinder by regulating a hydraulic pressure
generated by the driver’s pressing-down of the brake
pedal and a hydraulic pressure generated by using a
pump, an electromagnetic valve, and the like, based on
a control signal S3 received from ECU 200. Though Fig.
1 shows disk brake 154 only for a right rear wheel, disk
brake 154 is provided for each wheel. Alternatively, a
drum brake may be employed instead of disk brake 154.
[0038] ECU 200 generates control signal S1 for con-
trolling engine 10 and outputs generated control signal
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S1 to engine 10. In addition, ECU 200 generates control
signal S2 for controlling PCU 60 and outputs generated
control signal S2 to PCU 60. Furthermore, ECU 200 gen-
erates control signal S3 for controlling brake actuator 152
and outputs generated control signal S3 to brake actuator
152.
[0039] By controlling engine 10, PCU 60, and the like,
ECU 200 controls the entire hybrid system, that is, a state
of charge and discharge of battery 70, and an operation
state of engine 10, first MG 20, and second MG 30, such
that vehicle 1 can most efficiently operate.
[0040] ECU 200 calculates requested driving force cor-
responding to an amount of pressing-down of the accel-
erator pedal (not shown) provided in the driver’s seat.
ECU 200 controls torque of first MG 20 and second MG
30 and output of engine 10 in accordance with calculated
requested driving force.
[0041] In vehicle 1 having the construction as de-
scribed above, when efficiency of engine 10 is bad at the
time of start, during running at a low speed, or the like,
running only with second MG 30 is carried out. Alterna-
tively, during normal running, for example, power split
device 40 splits motive power of engine 10 into two paths
for motive power. Drive wheel 80 is directly driven by one
motive power. Electric power is generated by driving first
MG 20 with the other motive power. Here, ECU 200 caus-
es second MG 30 to drive with the use of generated elec-
tric power. By thus driving second MG 30, drive of drive
wheel 80 is assisted.
[0042] During deceleration of vehicle 1, second MG 30
following rotation of drive wheel 80 functions as a gen-
erator so that regenerative braking is carried out. Electric
power recovered in regenerative braking is stored in bat-
tery 70. It is noted that ECU 200 increases an amount of
electric power generated by first MG 20 by increasing
output of engine 10 in the case where a remaining ca-
pacity of the power storage device (in the description
below, denoted as SOC (State of Charge)) has lowered
and charging is particularly required. SOC of battery 70
is thus raised. In addition, ECU 200 may carry out control
for increasing driving force from engine 10 as necessary,
even during running at a low speed. For example, a case
where charging of battery 70 is required as described
above, a case where auxiliary machinery such as an air-
conditioner is driven, a case where a temperature of a
coolant for engine 10 is raised to a prescribed tempera-
ture, and the like are exemplified.
[0043] In controlling an amount of charging of battery
70 and an amount of discharge therefrom, ECU 200 sets
input electric power allowed during charging of battery
70 (in the description below, denoted as "charge power
upper limit Win") and output electric power allowed during
discharging from battery 70 (in the description below, de-
noted as "discharge power upper limit Wout") based on
battery temperature TB and current SOC. For example,
as the current SOC lowers, discharge power upper limit
Wout is set to gradually lower. On the other hand, as the
current SOC is higher, charge power upper limit Win is

set to gradually lower.
[0044] A secondary battery employed as battery 70
has such temperature dependence that internal resist-
ance increases when the temperature is low. When the
temperature is high, excessive increase in temperature
due to further heat generation should be prevented.
Therefore, when battery temperature TB is low and high,
each of discharge power upper limit Wout and charge
power upper limit Win is preferably lowered. ECU 200
sets charge power upper limit Win and discharge power
upper limit Wout, for example, by using a map or the like,
in accordance with battery temperature TB and current
SOC.
[0045] In vehicle 1 having the construction described
above, during re-acceleration from a non-driven state (a
state that accelerator pedal 170 has been released), the
engine revolution number is desirably increased with
good responsiveness in accordance with the driver’s in-
tention for re-acceleration.
[0046] For example, a case where a rate of increase
ΔNe in engine revolution number Ne is determined by
using a map showing relation between amount of stroke
AP of the accelerator pedal and rate of increase ΔNe as
shown in Fig. 2 is assumed. The ordinate in Fig. 2 shows
a rate of increase in engine revolution number Ne and
the abscissa in Fig. 2 shows amount of stroke AP of ac-
celerator pedal 170.
[0047] As shown with a solid line in Fig. 2, in such a
state that accelerator pedal 170 has been released where
amount of stroke AP is equal to or lower than a threshold
value AP(0), a rate of increase in engine revolution
number Ne attains to a prescribed value ΔNe(0). In such
a state that amount of stroke AP is greater than threshold
value AP(0), the rate of increase in engine revolution
number Ne is determined to linearly increase with in-
crease in amount of stroke AP.
[0048] In addition, as velocity V of vehicle 1 is higher,
a map obtained by offsetting the map shown with the
solid line in Fig. 2 to a position upward of the sheet surface
(for example, maps shown with a dashed line and a chain
dotted line in Fig. 2) is used, and as velocity V of vehicle
1 is lower, a map obtained by offsetting the map shown
with the solid line in Fig. 2 to a position downward of the
sheet surface is used.
[0049] Therefore, while vehicle 1 is not driven, a value
lower than the rate of increase determined in the case
where accelerator pedal 170 is pressed down is deter-
mined as rate of increase ΔNe in engine revolution
number Ne. In particular when deceleration ΔV of vehicle
1 is great, velocity V of vehicle 1 lowers and hence a map
obtained by offsetting the map shown with the solid line
in Fig. 2 to a position downward of the sheet surface is
used. Consequently, rate of increase ΔNe in the case
where deceleration ΔV is great is determined to a value
lower than in the case where deceleration ΔV is small.
[0050] Therefore, in the case where vehicle 1 is not
driven and deceleration ΔV is great, even though re-ac-
celeration is requested by pressing down accelerator
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pedal 170 or the like, responsiveness in increase in en-
gine revolution number Ne may become poor.
[0051] Then, the feature of the present embodiment
resides in that, while vehicle 1 is not driven, as any one
of a speed of pressing-down of accelerator pedal 170
and a speed of switching from brake pedal 166 to accel-
erator pedal 170 is higher, ECU 200 increases rate of
increase ΔNe in engine revolution number Ne, as com-
pared with a rate of increase when the speed is low.
[0052] Fig. 3 shows a functional block diagram of ECU
200 mounted on vehicle 1 according to the present em-
bodiment. ECU 200 includes a first pressing-down de-
termination unit 202, a first counter processing unit 204,
an amount-of-change-in-pressing-force calculation unit
206, a release determination unit 208, a first motoring
processing unit 210, a second counter processing unit
212, a second pressing-down determination unit 214, an
amount-of-change-in-stroke calculation unit 216, and a
second motoring processing 218.
[0053] First pressing-down determination unit 202 de-
termines whether or not the driver presses down brake
pedal 166. For example, when pressing force Pb of brake
pedal 166 is greater than a threshold value Pb(0), first
pressing-down determination unit 202 determines that
the driver presses down brake pedal 166.
[0054] It is noted that, for example, when it is deter-
mined that the driver presses down brake pedal 166, first
pressing-down determination unit 202 may set a brake
pressing-down determination flag to ON.
[0055] When first pressing-down determination unit
202 has determined that the driver presses down brake
pedal 166, first counter processing unit 204 adds a pre-
scribed value ΔCb_on to a count value Cb_on of a brake
ON counter.
[0056] It is noted that, for example, when the brake
pressing-down determination flag is ON, first counter
processing unit 204 may add prescribed value ΔCb_on
to count value Cb_on.
[0057] In addition, when first pressing-down determi-
nation unit 202 has determined that the driver presses
down brake pedal 166, first counter processing unit 204
clears a count value Cb_off of a brake OFF counter and
resets the count value to an initial value Cb_off(0). Initial
value Cb_off(0) is, for example, zero.
[0058] Amount-of-change-in-pressing-force calcula-
tion unit 206 calculates an amount of change ΔPb in
pressing force Pb of brake pedal 166 per unit time.
Amount-of-change-in-pressing-force calculation unit 206
calculates amount of change ΔPb in pressing force Pb
per unit time, for example, based on current pressing
force Pb of brake pedal 166, pressing force Pb’ at the
time point when count value Cb_on is at initial value
Cb_on(0), and a brake ON time period Tb calculated from
current count value Cb_on. Specifically, amount-of-
change-in-pressing-force calculation unit 206 calculates
amount of change ΔPb by using an equation of ΔPb =
(Pb-Pb’)/Tb. It is noted that amount-of-change-in-press-
ing-force calculation unit 206 may calculate amount of

change ΔPb in pressing force Pb per unit time based on
current pressing force Pb and pressing force
Pb" prescribed time ago.
[0059] Release determination unit 208 determines
whether or not the driver has released brake pedal 166.
For example, when pressing force Pb of brake pedal 166
is smaller than a threshold value Pb(1), release determi-
nation unit 208 determines that the driver has released
brake pedal 166. Threshold value Pb(1) should only be
a value equal to or smaller than threshold value Pb(0)
described above.
[0060] It is noted that, when release determination unit
208 determines that the driver has released brake pedal
166, it may set a brake release determination flag to ON.
[0061] When release determination unit 208 deter-
mines that the driver has released brake pedal 166, first
motoring processing unit 210 performs first motoring
processing. Specifically, first motoring processing unit
210 performs processing for causing first MG 20 to in-
crease engine revolution number Ne to a revolution
number target value Ne_ta. Here, first motoring process-
ing unit 210 determines revolution number target value
Ne_ta of engine revolution number Ne based on decel-
eration ΔV of vehicle 1.
[0062] First motoring processing unit 210 may calcu-
late deceleration ΔV of vehicle 1 based on velocity V of
vehicle 1. In the present embodiment, first motoring
processing unit 210 calculates deceleration ΔV of vehicle
1 based on amount of change ΔPb in pressing force Pb
of brake pedal 166 per unit time and on a prescribed map.
The prescribed map is set, for example, such that, as
amount of change ΔPb is greater, calculated deceleration
ΔV is greater than deceleration when amount of change
ΔPb is small.
[0063] It is noted that first motoring processing unit 210
may calculate as deceleration ΔV of vehicle 1, an amount
of change over time of velocity V of vehicle 1 while vehicle
1 is not driven. Alternatively, first motoring processing
unit 210 may directly detect deceleration ΔV of vehicle 1
by using a G sensor or the like.
[0064] First motoring processing unit 210 may deter-
mine revolution number target value Ne_ta, for example,
based on calculated deceleration ΔV and a map shown
in Fig. 4. The ordinate in Fig. 4 shows revolution number
target value Ne_ta and the abscissa in Fig. 4 shows de-
celeration ΔV of vehicle 1.
[0065] For example, when calculated deceleration is
ΔV(0), first motoring processing unit 210 may use the
map shown in Fig. 4 to determine revolution number tar-
get value Ne_ta(0). In the map shown in Fig. 4, relation
between deceleration ΔV and revolution number target
value Ne_ta is set such that, as deceleration ΔV is great-
er, revolution number target value Ne_ta increases, as
compared with a revolution number target value when
deceleration ΔV is small.
[0066] It is noted that relation between deceleration ΔV
and revolution number target value Ne_ta is not particu-
larly limited to linear relation as shown in the map shown
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in Fig. 4. Relation between deceleration ΔV and revolu-
tion number target value Ne_ta may be, for example,
non-linear. In addition, a table, an equation, and the like
may be used instead of the map shown in Fig. 4.
[0067] First motoring processing unit 210 causes first
MG 20 to increase engine revolution number Ne to rev-
olution number target value Ne_ta in accordance with a
prescribed rate of increase ΔNe(0). It is noted that first
motoring processing unit 210 may determine rate of in-
crease ΔNe based on deceleration ΔV. Alternatively, first
motoring processing unit 210 may determine rate of in-
crease ΔNe based on a velocity of vehicle 1, amount of
stroke AP of accelerator pedal 170, and the map shown
in Fig. 2.
[0068] When engine revolution number Ne has at-
tained to revolution number target value Ne_ta, first mo-
toring processing unit 210 controls first MG 20 such that
engine revolution number Ne maintains revolution
number target value Ne_ta. First motoring processing
unit 210 carries out feedback control of first MG 20, for
example, based on a difference between engine revolu-
tion number Ne and revolution number target value
Ne_ta.
[0069] It is noted that first motoring processing unit 210
may perform the first motoring processing, for example,
when the brake release determination flag is ON. In ad-
dition, when a prescribed period of time has elapsed
since release of brake pedal 166, first motoring process-
ing unit 210 may end the first motoring processing.
[0070] Second counter processing unit 212 clears
count value Cb_on of the brake ON counter and resets
the count value to initial value Cb_on(0). Initial value
Cb_on(0) is, for example, zero. In addition, second coun-
ter processing unit 212 adds a prescribed value ΔCb_off
to a count value Cb_off It is noted that, for example, when
the brake release determination flag is ON, second coun-
ter processing unit 212 may add prescribed value
ΔCb_off to count value Cb_off while clearing count value
Cb_on and resetting the count value to initial value
Cb_on(0).
[0071] Second pressing-down determination unit 214
determines whether or not the driver presses down ac-
celerator pedal 170 while the first motoring processing
is being performed. For example, when amount of stroke
AP of accelerator pedal 170 is greater than threshold
value AP(0), second pressing-down determination unit
214 determines that the driver presses down accelerator
pedal 170. It is noted that, for example, when second
pressing-down determination unit 214 has determined
that the driver presses down accelerator pedal 170, it
may set an accelerator pressing-down determination flag
to ON.
[0072] Amount-of change-in-stroke calculation unit
216 calculates amount of change ΔAP in amount of stroke
AP of accelerator pedal 170 per unit time. Amount-of-
change-in-stroke calculation unit 216 calculates amount
of change ΔAP in amount of stroke AP per unit time, for
example, based on current amount of stroke AP of ac-

celerator pedal 170 and a time period Ta for which ac-
celerator pedal 170 is pressed down. Specifically,
amount-of-change-in-stroke calculation unit 216 calcu-
lates amount of change ΔAP in amount of stroke AP by
using an equation of ΔAP = AP/Ta.
[0073] Second motoring processing unit 218 calcu-
lates a first rate target value ΔNe_a of engine revolution
number Ne in accordance with a speed of switching ΔTba
from brake pedal 166 to accelerator pedal 170. Second
motoring processing unit 218 calculates as pedal switch-
ing speed ΔTba, a time period from the driver’s release
of brake pedal 166 until the driver’s pressing down of
accelerator pedal 170.
[0074] Second motoring processing unit 218 calcu-
lates pedal switching speed ΔTba based on count value
Cb_off of the brake OFF counter. Second motoring
processing unit 218 calculates first rate target value
ΔNe_a, for example, based on calculated pedal switching
speed ΔTba and on a map.
[0075] The map is a map showing relation between
pedal switching speed ΔTba and first rate target value
ΔNe_a as shown in Fig. 5. The ordinate in Fig. 5 shows
first rate target value ΔNe_a and the abscissa in Fig. 5
shows pedal switching speed ΔTba.
[0076] In the map shown in Fig. 5, relation between
pedal switching speed ΔTba and first rate target value
ΔNe_a is set such that first rate target value ΔNe_a in-
creases as pedal switching speed ΔTba is lower, as com-
pared with a first rate target value when pedal switching
speed ΔTba is high. For example, when the pedal switch-
ing speed is at ΔTba(0), second motoring processing unit
218 calculates a first rate target value ΔNe_a(0) from the
map shown in Fig. 5.
[0077] Second motoring processing unit 218 further
calculates a second rate target value ΔNe_b based on a
speed of pressing-down of accelerator pedal 170. Spe-
cifically, second motoring processing unit 218 calculates
as a speed of pressing-down of accelerator pedal 170,
amount of change ΔAP calculated by amount-of-change-
in-stroke calculation unit 216, and calculates second rate
target value ΔNe_b based on calculated amount of
change ΔAP.
[0078] Second motoring processing unit 218 calcu-
lates second rate target value ΔNe_b, for example, based
on amount of change ΔAp calculated by amount-of-
change-in-stroke calculation unit 216 and on a map.
[0079] The map is a map showing relation between
amount of change ΔAP and second rate target value
ΔNe_b as shown in Fig. 6. The ordinate in Fig. 6 shows
second rate target value ΔNe_b and the abscissa in Fig.
6 shows amount of change ΔAP in amount of stroke AP
of accelerator pedal 170.
[0080] In the map shown in Fig. 6, relation between
amount of change ΔAP and second rate target value
ΔNe_b is set such that second rate target value ΔNe_b
increases as amount of change ΔAP is smaller, as com-
pared with a second rate target value when amount of
change ΔAP is great.
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[0081] For example, when amount of change ΔAP is
at ΔAP(0), second motoring processing unit 218 calcu-
lates a second rate target value ΔNe_b(0) from the map
shown in Fig. 6.
[0082] Second motoring processing unit 218 deter-
mines a final rate target value ΔNe_t of rate of increase
ΔNe based on first rate target value ΔNe_a and second
rate target value ΔNe_b. Second motoring processing
unit 218 determines as rate target value ΔNe_t, for ex-
ample, the sum of first rate target value ΔNe_a and sec-
ond rate target value ΔNe_b.
[0083] Second motoring processing unit 218 controls
first MG 20 such that engine revolution number Ne in-
creases in accordance with determined rate target value
ΔNe_t. Second motoring processing unit 218 controls
first MG 20 such that engine revolution number Ne in-
creases up to a revolution number target value Ne_tb
determined based on amount of stroke AP of accelerator
pedal 170. Second motoring processing unit 218 calcu-
lates revolution number target value Ne_tb, for example,
by using a prescribed map showing relation between
amount of stroke AP and revolution number target value
Ne_tb. The prescribed map is set, for example, such that,
when amount of stroke AP is great, revolution number
target value Ne_tb is higher than a revolution number
target value when amount of stroke AP is small.
[0084] In the present embodiment, first pressing-down
determination unit 202, first counter processing unit 204,
amount-of-change-in-pressing-force calculation unit
206, release determination unit 208, first motoring
processing unit 210, second counter processing unit 212,
second pressing-down determination unit 214, amount-
of-change-in-stroke calculation unit 216, and second mo-
toring processing unit 218 are each described as func-
tioning as software implemented by execution by a CPU
in ECU 200, of a program stored in a memory, however,
they may be implemented by hardware. It is noted that
such a program is mounted on a vehicle as recorded in
a storage medium.
[0085] A control structure of a program executed by
ECU 200 mounted on vehicle 1 according to the present
embodiment will be described with reference to Fig. 7.
[0086] In step (a step will hereinafter be denoted as S)
100, ECU 200 determines whether or not the driver has
pressed down brake pedal 166. When it is determined
that the driver has pressed down brake pedal 166 (YES
in S100), the process proceeds to S 102. Otherwise (NO
in S100), the process returns to S 100.
[0087] In S102, ECU 200 clears count value Cb_off of
the brake OFF counter and resets the count value to initial
value Cb_off(0). In S104, ECU 200 adds prescribed value
ΔCb_on to count value Cb_on of the brake ON counter.
In S106, ECU 200 calculates amount of change ΔPb in
pressing force Pb of brake pedal 166 per unit time.
[0088] In S108, ECU 200 determines whether or not
the driver has released brake pedal 166. When it is de-
termined that the driver has released brake pedal 166
(YES in S108), the process proceeds to S110. Otherwise

(NO in S108), the process returns to S104.
[0089] In S110, ECU 200 clears count value Cb_on of
the brake ON counter and resets the count value to initial
value Cb_on(0). In S112, ECU 200 performs the first mo-
toring processing. Since the first motoring processing is
as described above, detailed description thereof will not
be repeated. In S114, ECU 200 adds prescribed value
ΔCb_off to count value Cb_off of the brake OFF counter.
[0090] In S116, ECU 200 determines whether or not
the driver has pressed down accelerator pedal 170.
When it is determined that the driver has pressed down
accelerator pedal 170 (YES in S116), the process pro-
ceeds to S118. Otherwise (NO in S116), the process pro-
ceeds to S128.
[0091] In S118, ECU 200 calculates amount of change
ΔAP in amount of stroke AP of accelerator pedal 170 per
unit time. In S 120, ECU 200 calculates first rate target
value ΔNe_a in accordance with speed of switching ΔTba
from brake pedal 166 to accelerator pedal 170. In S122,
ECU 200 determines second rate target value ΔNe_b in
accordance with the speed of pressing-down of acceler-
ator pedal 170 (that is, amount of change ΔAP in amount
of stroke AP).
[0092] In S124, ECU 200 determines final rate target
value ΔNe_t of rate of increase ΔNe. In S 126, ECU 200
controls first MG 20 such that engine revolution number
Ne increases up to revolution number target value Ne_b
in accordance with determined rate target value ΔNe_t.
[0093] In S128, ECU 200 determines whether or not a
prescribed time period or longer has elapsed since re-
lease of brake pedal 166. When a prescribed time period
or longer has elapsed since release of brake pedal 166
(YES in S128), the process proceeds to S 130. Otherwise
(NO in S128), the process proceeds to S 112. In S 130,
ECU 200 ends the first motoring processing.
[0094] An operation of ECU 200 mounted on vehicle
1 according to the present embodiment based on the
structure and the flowchart as above will be described
with reference to Fig. 8.
[0095] As shown with a solid line in Fig. 8, a case
where, after accelerator pedal 170 is pressed down at a
time T(0), accelerator pedal 170 is released at a time
T(1) is assumed.
[0096] When accelerator pedal 170 is released at time
T(1), fuel cut control is carried out and hence engine rev-
olution number Ne is lowered to the number of revolutions
Ne(0). The number of revolutions Ne(0) is, for example,
zero. Therefore, engine revolution number Ne is lowered
to the number of revolutions Ne(0) more quickly than
when an amount of change in the number of revolutions
of engine 10 is determined based on velocity V of vehicle
1 and amount of stroke AP of accelerator pedal 170 (a
dashed line in Fig. 8).
[0097] When brake pedal 166 is pressed down at a
time T(2) (YES in S100), braking device 151 is activated
and braking force is applied to vehicle 1. Consequently,
deceleration ΔV of vehicle 1 increases. In addition, here,
count value Cb_off of the brake OFF counter is reset to
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the initial value (S102).
[0098] While brake pedal 166 is being pressed down,
prescribed value ΔCb_on is added to count value Cb_on
of the brake ON counter every calculation cycle (S104)
and amount of change ΔPb in pressing force Pb of brake
pedal 166 per unit time is calculated (S106).
[0099] When brake pedal 166 is released at a time T(3)
(YES in S108), ECU 200 performs the first motoring
processing (S112) while resetting count value Cb_on of
the brake ON counter to the initial value (S110).
[0100] ECU 200 calculates revolution number target
value Ne_ta of engine revolution number Ne based on
deceleration ΔV of vehicle 1 calculated from amount of
change ΔPb of pressing force Pb at time T(3). ECU 200
controls first MG 20 such that engine revolution number
Ne increases up to calculated revolution number target
value Ne_ta. ECU 200 controls first MG 20 such that
engine revolution number Ne increases in accordance
with prescribed rate of increase ΔNe(0). When engine
revolution number Ne has attained to revolution number
target value Ne_ta, ECU 200 controls first MG 20 such
that engine revolution number Ne is maintained at target
value Ne_ta.
[0101] In addition, during the first motoring processing
until accelerator pedal 170 is pressed down (NO in S
116), ECU 200 adds prescribed value ΔCb_off to count
value Cb_off of the brake OFF counter every calculation
cycle (S114).
[0102] When the driver of vehicle 1 presses down ac-
celerator pedal 170 at a time T(4) (YES in S 116), amount
of change ΔAP in amount of stroke AP per unit time is
calculated (S118). Further, first rate target value ΔNe_a
in accordance with speed of switching ΔTba from brake
pedal 166 to accelerator pedal 170 and second rate target
value ΔNe_b in accordance with amount of change ΔAP
are calculated (S120, S122). Then, final rate target value
ΔNe_t of rate of increase ΔNe is calculated from the sum
of calculated first rate target value ΔNe_a and second
rate target value ΔNe_b (S 124).
[0103] Consequently, first MG 20 is controlled such
that engine revolution number Ne increases in accord-
ance with calculated rate target value ΔNe_t (S126). In
the case where the speed of pressing-down of acceler-
ator pedal 170 is the same, calculated rate target value
ΔNe is greater than rate target value ΔNe_t(0) (the
dashed line in Fig. 8) calculated when pedal switching
speed ΔTba is greater than T(3)-T(2).
[0104] Alternatively, in the case where pedal switching
speed ΔTba is the same, calculated rate target value ΔNe
is greater than a rate target value ΔNe_t(1) calculated at
the time when a speed of pressing-down of accelerator
pedal 170 is low.
[0105] As described above, according to the vehicle in
the present embodiment, setting is made such that, as
any one of speed of switching ΔTba from brake pedal
166 to accelerator pedal 170 and the speed of pressing-
down of accelerator pedal 170 is higher, rate of increase
ΔNe increases as compared with a rate of increase when

the speed is low. Thus, engine revolution number Ne can
be increased with good responsiveness to a driver’s in-
tention during re-acceleration. In particular, as the target
value of rate of increase ΔNe at the time when accelerator
pedal 170 is pressed down is greater than rate of increase
ΔNe of engine revolution number Ne in the case where
brake pedal 166 is turned off, engine revolution number
Ne can be increased with good responsiveness. There-
fore, a vehicle and a vehicle control method for increasing
the number of revolutions of an engine with good respon-
siveness during re-acceleration from a non-driven state
of vehicle 1 can be provided.
[0106] In addition, by performing the first motoring
processing at the time point when brake pedal 166 is
released, which is later than the time point when accel-
erator pedal 170 is turned off, unnecessary use of first
MG 20 for rotating the output shaft of engine 10 is sup-
pressed. Consequently, deterioration in fuel efficiency
can be suppressed.
[0107] Though ECU 200 has been described as deter-
mining the sum of first rate target value ΔNe_a and sec-
ond rate target value ΔNe_b as final rate target value
ΔNe_t in the present embodiment, a method of determin-
ing rate target value ΔNe_t is not particularly limited to
such a method.
[0108] For example, ECU 200 may determine a value
calculated by multiplying first rate target value ΔNe_a by
second rate target value ΔNe_b as final rate target value
ΔNe_t.
[0109] Alternatively, ECU 200 may calculate a first cor-
rection coefficient from a speed of pressing-down of ac-
celerator pedal 170 and then determine a value calculat-
ed by multiplying first rate target value ΔNe_a by the first
correction coefficient as final rate target value ΔNe_t. Al-
ternatively, ECU 200 may calculate a second correction
coefficient from pedal switching speed ΔTba and deter-
mine a value calculated by multiplying second rate target
value ΔNe_b by the second correction coefficient as final
rate target value ΔNe_t.
[0110] Alternatively, ECU 200 may calculate a first cor-
rection coefficient and a second correction coefficient
and determine a value calculated by multiplying an initial
value by the first correction coefficient and the second
correction coefficient as final rate target value ΔNe_t. It
is noted that the initial value may be a prescribed value
or a value determined based on a velocity or the like of
vehicle 1.
[0111] Though it has been described in the present
embodiment that engine revolution number Ne is lowered
to the number of revolutions Ne(0) in the case where
accelerator pedal 170 is released, the number of revolu-
tions Ne(0) is not limited to zero. The number of revolu-
tions Ne(0) may be, for example, the number of revolu-
tions corresponding to an idle state of engine 10 or a
value determined in accordance with a state of vehicle 1.
[0112] Though vehicle 1 having drive wheel 80 as a
front wheel has been shown by way of example in Fig.
1, the vehicle is not particularly limited to such a drive
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system. For example, vehicle 1 may have a rear wheel
as a drive wheel. Alternatively, vehicle 1 may be a vehicle
not including second MG 30 in Fig. 1. Alternatively, ve-
hicle 1 may be a vehicle in which second MG 30 in Fig.
1 is coupled to a drive shaft for driving a rear wheel in-
stead of drive shaft 16 of a front wheel. In addition, a
speed change mechanism may be provided between
drive shaft 16 and reduction gear 58 or between drive
shaft 16 and second MG 30.
[0113] Alternatively, vehicle 1 may have a construction
as shown in Fig. 9. Specifically, vehicle 1 shown in Fig.
9 is different in construction from vehicle 1 in Fig. 1 in
that second MG 30 is not provided, the rotation shaft of
first MG 20 is coupled to the output shaft of engine 10,
and a power transmission device 42 having a clutch 22
is included instead of power split device 40. Clutch 22
varies first MG 20 and drive wheel 80 between a power
transmission state and a power cut-off state. Power
transmission device 42 is implemented, for example, by
a speed change mechanism. It is noted that an additional
clutch (a dashed line in Fig. 9) may be provided between
engine 10 and first MG 20, in addition to clutch 22.
[0114] It should be understood that the embodiments
disclosed herein are illustrative and non-restrictive in
every respect. The scope of the present invention is de-
fined by the terms of the claims, rather than the descrip-
tion above, and is intended to include any modifications
within the scope and meaning equivalent to the terms of
the claims.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0115] 1 vehicle; 10 engine; 11 engine rotation speed
sensor; 12 first resolver; 13 second resolver; 14 wheel
speed sensor; 16 drive shaft; 40 power split device; 50
sun gear; 52 pinion gear; 54 carrier; 56 ring gear; 58
reduction gear; 60 PCU; 70 battery; 80 drive wheel; 102
cylinder; 104 fuel injector; 155 start switch; 151 braking
device; 152 brake actuator; 154 disk brake; 156 battery
temperature sensor; 158 current sensor; 160 voltage
sensor; 166 brake pedal; 168 brake pedal pressing force
sensor; 170 accelerator pedal; 172 pedal stroke sensor;
200 ECU; 202 first pressing-down determination unit; 204
first counter processing unit; 206 amount-of-change-in-
pressing-force calculation unit; 208 release determina-
tion unit; 210 first motoring processing unit; 212 second
counter processing unit; 214 second pressing-down de-
termination unit; 216 amount-of-change-in-stroke calcu-
lation unit; and 218 second motoring processing unit

Claims

1. A vehicle, comprising:

an internal combustion engine (10) serving as a
drive source of a vehicle (1);
a rotating electric machine (20) for rotating an

output shaft of said internal combustion engine
(10); and
a control unit (200) for controlling said rotating
electric machine (20) so as to increase the
number of revolutions of said internal combus-
tion engine (10) based on a velocity of said ve-
hicle (1), while said vehicle (1) is not driven,
wherein
while said vehicle (1) is not driven, as at least
any one of a speed of pressing-down of an ac-
celerator pedal (170) and a speed of switching
from a brake pedal (166) to said accelerator ped-
al (170) is higher, said control unit (200) increas-
es a rate of increase in said number of revolu-
tions, as compared with a rate of increase when
the speed is low.

2. The vehicle according to claim 1, wherein
said control unit (200) determines a target value of
said number of revolutions such that, as deceleration
of said vehicle (1) is higher, the number of revolutions
of said internal combustion engine (10) increased by
said rotating electric machine (20) becomes great,
as compared with the number of revolutions when
deceleration is low.

3. The vehicle according to claim 2, wherein
said control unit (200) controls said rotating electric
machine (20) such that said number of revolutions
increases to said target value when said brake pedal
(166) is released.

4. The vehicle according to claim 1, further comprising:

a drive shaft (16) for rotating a drive wheel (80);
and
a power transmission device (40) capable of
transmitting, by mechanically coupling three el-
ements of said drive shaft (16), an output shaft
of said internal combustion engine (10), and a
rotation shaft of said rotating electric machine
(20) and setting any one of said three elements
as a reaction force element, motive power be-
tween two other elements.

5. The vehicle according to claim 4, wherein
said power transmission device (40) is a planetary
gear mechanism having a sun gear (50), a pinion
gear (52), a carrier (54), and a ring gear (56),
said sun gear (50) is coupled to said rotation shaft
of said rotating electric machine (20),
said carrier (54) is coupled to said output shaft of
said internal combustion engine (10), and
said ring gear is coupled to said drive shaft (16).

6. The vehicle according to claim 1, further comprising
a power transmission device (42) coupled between
said rotating electric machine (20) and a drive wheel
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(80), wherein
said power transmission device (42) includes a
clutch (22) for switching a state between said rotating
electric machine (20) and said drive wheel (80) be-
tween a power transmission state and a power cut-
off state.

7. A vehicle control method used for a vehicle (1) in-
corporating an internal combustion engine (10) serv-
ing as a drive source and a rotating electric machine
(20) for rotating an output shaft of said internal com-
bustion engine (10), comprising the steps of:

while said vehicle (1) is not driven, increasing a
rate of increase in the number of revolutions as
at least any one of a speed of pressing-down of
an accelerator pedal (170) and a speed of
switching from a brake pedal (166) to said ac-
celerator pedal (170) is higher, as compared
with a rate of increase when the speed is low;
and
controlling said rotating electric machine (20)
such that the number of revolutions of said in-
ternal combustion engine (10) increases based
on said rate of increase.
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